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DESIGNED. ENGINEERED. PROVEN.

Extensive Swivel Joint Line
o O-Ring & V-Ring

o Removable Seals
o Low Torque
o Split Flange
o Seal Inserts
o Heavy Duty

Full Loading Arm Systems
o Top & Bottom
o Vapor Recover
o Hose Support
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SWIVEL JOINTS
The Leader in Swivel Joint Technology

O-Ring & V-Ring Design
The standard OILCO O-ring is a single point pressure seal
design. Contained within opposing grooves, the compression
along the sealing surfaces promotes a positive adherence
while maintaining rotation and keeping friction loss to its
minimum.
The OILCO V-ring is a triple seal configuration, spring
energized, and self-adjusting for normal wear. A Teflon®
spring adapter and equally spaced compression springs forces
the interlocking three seals to flare and constantly maintain an
optimal positive seal.
Buna-N is standard, but Viton, Teflon®, Kalrez®, Chemrez®,
EPDM and EPR are available options in either format,
depending on the product and customer requirements.

Ball Bearing & Timken® Roller Bearing
OILCO utilizes various ball bearing and dimensional
engineering to offer the highest moment load to swivel joint
ratio in the industry. OILCO begins the swivel joint line with a
graduated ball bearing design in the dual track raceways.
For extreme load carrying, OILCO offers a swivel line
incorporating the tapered Timken® roller bearing. Virtually
friction free movement, the roller bearings offer superior
durability and permanent alignment with simple seal
replacement and easy internal maintenance.

Special Project Applications
OILCO offers the industry both the most swivel joint design
options and the most extensive level of secondary options.
Available on most series, OILCO can manufacture customer
specific applications in less time than anyone else. Such
options include: High pressure, low torque, heavy duty,
stainless steel inserts and cross bearing design.
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LOADING ARMS
Advanced Loading Arm Balancing

Simple Field Adjustment & Easy Maintenance
With no special tools required for installation and standard
programmed maintenance, the Safe-T-Lift® Traction Balance
Assembly is the most user friendly loading counterbalance
available to the petroleum industry. Dual point mounting, a fine
adjustment screw, single bolt attachment, and pre-tensioned
nitrogen cylinders all create the fastest plug-n-play package on
the market The patent pending Safe-T-Lift® system reduces
common safety hazards, collapses the working profile and
allows for easiest field maintenance available.
Enclosed Linear, Fail Safe Design
The Safe-T-Lift® system incorporates internal
dampening controls that allow for a controlled ascent
and decent of the loading assembly. The gas traction
springs afford true unparalleled control and smooth
operation. In the event of a puncture of the gas traction
spring housing, the release of internal pressure will be
gradual negating the typical free fall scenario.
Forward In-Line Design
Understanding that workplace safety and accessibility
are chief concerns, the Safe-T-Lift® system is
comprised completely of a modular upright component
assembly.
The alignment and forward placement
removes any rear projection, reducing secondary swing
radius and eliminating limits of extension due to weight
displacement.

Top, Bottom & Transfer Arms
The Safe-T-Lift® Traction Balance Assembly is designed for
universal application usage at all bulk transfer facilities
worldwide.
All main repair parts and components are
interchangeable and sized according to the nominal pipe size of
the mated final assembly, allowing for quicker production and
shipping schedules.
All eight traditional loading arm
configurations are available for top and bottom loading, LPG
service, horizontal transfer and long range boom conditions.
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Sales Leader / Application Flexibility
THE 80 & 90 SERIES SWIVEL JOINTS
The 80 Series O-Ring Type Swivel Joint
The 80 Series swivel joint is a leak proof, low maintenance design.
It has widely spaced ball races allowing for better alignment and
longer packing life. Flow restriction and internal turbulence are
held to a minimum with a smooth bore design. The single seal
point will operate under both a vacuum and
a pressure environment. And the felt dust
seal prevents all foreign matter from
entering the swivel chamber.

80’S

Designed as the basic workhorse of the
swivel joint world, the 80 Series is a ball
bearing, single point seal design with a
felt dust seal backup that allows for
an endless number of applications.
The 80 Series is available in carbon
steel, stainless steel T-316, and aluminum. Sizes range from 1 1/2" to 6" in all materials.

The 90 Series V-Ring Type Swivel Joint
The unquestionable sales and performance leader of the
OILCO swivel joint line. The 90 Series swivel joint is designed
with a three "V" ring seal configuration that is spring loaded and
self-adjusting for normal wear. The incorporation of these "V"
rings maintains a constant optimal pressure, securing a reliable
seal long after conventional single rings or compression seals
may be compromised.
OILCO has also developed a secondary manufacturing process
specifically for the 90 Series swivel joints, creating the "low
torque" (LT) version. These extensively treated swivels reduce
the amount of torque up to 65% as compared with conventional
swivels. Friction in the sealing and ball race surfaces are
dramatically reduced, therefore providing a swivel joint that can
be used in damage critical environment. Most commercial
concerns, through over 50 years of field research and testing
have been addressed by the OILCO 90 Series. By far, this
swivel joint covers the widest range of production and safety
considerations in the market today.

90’S
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80 SERIES SWIVEL JOINTS
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Description
Swivel Joint Body
Main Pressure Seal
Radial Ball Bearings
Grease Fitting
Bearing Cap Screws
Environmental Dust Seal
Swivel Joint Sleeve

TECHNICAL

Internal Characteristics

Note: When unit is modified for submerged service
applications, the grease fitting is replaced with a
compression washer and screw, the ports are sealed
and the environmental dust deal is switched from a low
drag felt seal to a rubber mechanical chamber seal to
prevent cross contamination.

90 SERIES SWIVEL JOINTS
Item
1
2
3
4
5

Description
Compression Springs
Teflon Spring Adapter
Chevron Packing Seals
Bearing Cap Screws
Grease Fitting

Item
6
7
8
9

Description
Radial Ball Bearings
Environmental Dust Seal
Swivel Joint Body
Swivel Joint Sleeve

Note: When unit is modified for submerged service applications, the grease fitting is replaced with a compression
washer and screw, the ports are sealed and the environmental dust deal is switched from a low drag felt seal to a
rubber mechanical chamber seal to prevent cross contamination.
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The Definition of Standard Equipment
RISERS AND LOW TORQUE
The Basics of Bases

The style 50-F swivel joint has been the universal standard
riser unit on counterbalanced loading arms for more than
half a century. Included in this flanged unit is a vertically
mounted rear connection point for the current Safe-T-Lift®
Traction Balance Assembly. The 85-F is the entry level
unit on all 2” through 4” loading arms and incorporates the
various o-ring seals offered in the general 80 Series line.
For those assemblies with longer primary arms or in a
confined location where additional vertical supports are not
available, “HD” (Heavy Duty) swivel joint spools can be
used. These triple raceway variants allow for a 30%
increased moment load carrying capacity and additional
alignment characteristics.

CORE

Low Torque 90 Series – The Performance Answer

Since its inception, the 90 Series swivel joint has outperformed each and every competitor in a
multitude of challenging environments. When confronted by mid-Atlantic steel mill concerns,
the 90 Series was tasked once again to provide an innovative answer to a demanding
operational workplace.
Chief among these issues were kinking of critical
hoses attached to the arc furnace lids. Deprived of
proper water flow, conditions were becoming
dangerous, and simply extended the hose lengths
endangered personnel and created safety hazards.
Through a directed research and development
program, a secondary treatment of the 90 Series
swivel was implemented and the “Low Torque” variant
was born. Reducing breakaway friction up to 65% (as
compared to competitors), the 90 “LT” Series
eliminated all hose impingement.
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REMOVABLE SEAL
The Riser Swivel Joint Defined by Decades
MODEL 857-F












Designed nearly five decades ago, the Model 857-F was engineered and manufactured to
support the multitude of counterweighted hose loaders outfitting the west coast terminals
throughout California. Due to the high moment loads on larger loading assemblies, the 857-F
incorporated Timken® tapered roller bearings in the mechanical chamber. This allowed for the
intense bending moment at the riser and resolved all associated fatiguing issues at the base.
Consideration was also given to the maintenance need of the arms in service at the terminal
facilities. Due to the high unit weight of these counterweighted systems, removing them from
service offered a lengthy disassembly
operation along with the necessity of a
maintenance team. To resolve this issue,
the 857-F was constructed with a shielded
removable seal.
The dual o-ring
compartment is enclosed with a heavy
wall locking collar and successfully allows
for the various flow rates required by the
customers. With only standard tools, the
main pressures seals can be removed and
new o-rings installed in a matter of
minutes. This innovation resulted in a
maintenance plan that did not require any
disassembly and only a single technician.
The Model 857-F has a reported minimal
performance lifespan of 20 years and in
cases where the unit was not taxed to its
operation limits, more than 30 years. The
Model 857-F was, and continues to be, a
consistent, reliable, and efficient riser
swivel joint design.
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Safe-T-Lift® Traction Balance Assembly
CONTROL THROUGH PRECISION
An innovative new patent design, OILCO Liquid Handling Systems has developed the Safe-TLift® Traction Balance Assembly to reduce common safety hazards, decrease the working
profile and allow for simple maintenance in the field.
OILCO Liquid Handling Systems has consistently been on the cutting edge of loader arm
mechanics. Since the early 1970’s, OILCO has not only sought to manufacture the highest
quality top and bottom loading arm utilizing the truest and most reliable
technology, but to do so in the most compact and operationally
consistent format. After pioneering the traditional torsion
spring technology and maximizing its application,
OILCO has now designed and engineered
the newest, most lightweight and
safe, all-around loading arm
balancing unit available.

 Fail Safe Technology
 Lightweight Design
 Easy Adjustment
 Compact Profile

CONTROL
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SAFE - T - LIFT

®

. . . Progressive Manufacturing . . .
. . . Traditional Design . . .
FORWARD IN-LINE DESIGN

Minimal profile for complete platform accessibility
Absent swing radius from secondary equipment
Modular, upright component alignment
Elimination of forward weight displacement

FAIL SAFE DESIGN
Incorporated internal dampening system
Controlled in/out balancing movement
Limited emergency slow-fall potential

EASY MAINTENANCE & ADJUSTMENT
No special tools are required for assembly or adjustment
Dual point mounting, factory pressure set for use
Fixed rear connection point (riser swivel joint)
Fine adjustment screw on rear mount (“A”)
Single bolt attachment on extension arm (“B”)
Forward mounting bracket (“C”) for new/retrofit design
No post-assembly tension adjustment required
Simple elevation control through fine tuning
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ACCESSORIES
Extras – Above and Below
TOP & BOTTOM LOADERS

Model 258-GS
Outboard Horizontal Leveling Assembly

Model 5300-B
Snap-On Type, API Dry Break Coupler

An optional outboard leveling assembly
designed to assist bottom loading. In the
out of service resting position, the coupler is
maintained in a relatively secure horizontal
position, effectively preventing any portion
of the loading assembly to come in contact
with the service island.

A 4” TTMA, five cam design for simple
alignment and peak performance, RP1004:2003 compliant. Removable seal
offers Buna-N, Viton-B or Viton GFLT
options. Easy ball type main handle for
simple operation. Flow rate offers up to 600
GPM and 150 psi maximum working
pressure. Hard coat anodized aluminum (AL
356 T6)

40 Series Drop Pipes

Model VR-15 Vapor Cone

Standard length of 48” suited to most
loading assemblies.
Constructed in
aluminum, other materials are also
available. Optional outlet end ports:

The VR-15 Vapor Cone as a tapered hatch
plug is constructed in dimensions necessary
to seal various hatch openings. The hollow
cone piece can be manufactured using
steel, stainless steel, or aluminum. The
exterior can be outfitted with an elastomer
agent of Buna-N, Viton, EPDM, or a more
rigid Teflon® coating.

o
o
o

45º cutoff (typical)
Model 25 Circular Flow Deflector
Model 33 Tee Style Flow Deflector

Optional end connections of TTMA, NPT, or
butt weld
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SSI

Service Life Extension - Hybrid Technology
STAINLESS STEEL INSERTS

The development of the 90 Series Stainless Steel Insert (“SSI”)
swivel joint line was a direct reaction to climbing material costs
versus the service life expectancy of a standard unit.

The challenge was simple: Utilize the corrosion resistant
properties of stainless steel in conjunction with the cheaper,
yet stronger carbon steel material.

Inspired by the needs of iron and steel mills, OILCO sought to
understand the complex chemical problems associated with
pumping vast quantities of on-site water through the lids of the
melting pots. Due to the intense chemical treatment of the
water necessary, standard steel joints were suffering with
extensive pitting and corrosion of the sealing surface. While
traditional wisdom would warrant the use of stainless steel, at
more than 250% of the cost, budgetary concerns were pivotal.

By isolating the critical areas of the sealing service, OILCO managed to develop a process
that mates the benefits of stainless steel, while keeping the cost of the unit down to a more
manageable level. The result was the stainless steel insert swivel joint. These swivels are
dimensionally identical to their carbon steel and stainless steel counterparts, but utilize the
necessary aspects of each material to prolong the seal life and seal area integrity.
The 90 Series SSI production line is a compromise only in time. The durability of the
traditional carbon steel allows for a severely reduced replacement schedule as a fraction of
the initial cost. And, in many cases, the SSI performs so well, the need to consider a full
stainless steel unit has become unnecessary altogether.
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POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH
High Pressure Series Swivel Joints
THE 90 SERIES “HP” DESIGN
• The 90 Series v-ring design has proven itself to be the performance cornerstone for the •
liquid petroleum, steel processing, and heavy industries across the world.
• The “HP” Series extends that reliability into the testing and critical operations arena. •

Since its inception, the 90 Series design has
performed flawlessly.
As a result, multiple
application alternatives have been incorporated into
the production line to accommodate changing
industry needs. After an accelerated research and
development program, OILCO introduced a new
option → geared toward prover arm engineers and
manufacturers.
The new High Pressure (“HP”) line has increased the
working pressure capabilities of OILCO swivel joints to allow for incorporation in various prover
assemblies, testing facilities, and other critical loading and unloading procedures. Utilizing
established engineering techniques and design specifications, the “HP” line affords identical
predictability with an improved level of effective range.
With capacity more than doubling standard characteristics, the “HP” Series has operations and
testing limits well north of 3000 psi. This ability has placed OILCO swivel joints in the forefront
of complex prover arm manufacturing specifications for several U.S. design firms. Enhanced
mechanical chambers, increased sealing surfaces, and an inflation of overall wall diameter
thickness, have all aided in catapulting the OILCO brand name into markets far outreaching
the previous 77 years.
• High moment load capacity
• Increased Pressure rating
• NACE compliant material
• Multiple seal packages
• Schedule 80 & 160 sizes
• 2” through 18” available
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100% COVERAGE
The Only Complete Jacketing Available
THE 90 SERIES “FSJ”
In collaboration with DuPont® in 1981, OILCO
was able to benchmark the most complete
jacketing design and conform to required
operating specifications for temperature
sensitive production. Drawing on decades of
experience, almost any loading or unloading
configuration can be made to serve as a
steam jacketed assembly, safely maintaining
product viscosity.
By circulating a high pressure steam around
the primary unit, flow rates will remain
constant and the chance of a stall or clog is
significantly reduced.
All internal elbows are long radius and standard weight, allowing the assembly to be piggable
when required. The incorporated joints are adaptable to suction or pressure lines with
standard packing seals.
Steam jacketing also aids service in colder climates where the tendency for swivels to
"freeze" or lock is commonplace. By pumping hot steam through the surrounding chambers,
the raceways and sealing surfaces are properly maintained and easier to operate. The
secondary effect of this is increased life of the swivel and packing seals by reducing the
amount of friction.

Maximum Temperature Rating: 600ºF
Maximum Pressure Rating: 500 psi
Jacket Rating: 150 psi
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ADJUSTABLE
S
LIDING WEIGHT
Traditional Counterweight Loading
MODEL 773-FCW

in.
mm








A
14.4
365

B
38
965

Standard Dimensions
C
D
E
114
80
98.6
2896
2032
2505

F
21
533

G
18
457

H
16
406

The Model 773-FCW is a ballast-type counterweighted arm designed for ease of handling.
The hollow shell design of the counterweight utilizes lead shot and a sliding lock to place the weights in a
forward position or as far back as necessary to insure greater coupling ability and operation.
This design permits closer riser spacing when required, and the vertical heights can be reduced as meter
and riser configuration need not allow for any bucket travel.
The maximum reach of 114” conforms to the API RP-1004 Envelope when the tank truck is parked within
12” of the drop hose. When four loading assemblies are placed on 18” centers, the crossover
characteristics will allow for complete coverage of the entire API Envelope.
Standard drop hoses are made from flexible braided stainless steel material, but composite hoses are
available (which will meet current U.S. Coast Guard regulations.
The Model 857-F Riser Swivel Joint affords friction free movement and assures permanent alignment and
predictable performance under heavy loads. With the removable seal design, the packing material can be
changed in the field without disconnection from the loading assembly in 15 minutes.
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LOW PROFILE
1000 SERIES SPLIT FLANGE
MODULAR CARTRIDGE DESIGN

Removable Mechanical Cartridge
The new 1000 Series line is a short profile, split flange, modular design unit. Engineered for
optimal field performance and simple maintenance, the 1000 Series employs proven OILCO
technology upgraded to include a separation of mechanics.

Reduced Weight and Profile
Within the mechanics of the 1000 Series is a dual track raceway design which will allow for
true carrying capacity and bending moment load ratings. Upper and lower flange housings
surround a dual track mechanical cartridge. This allows for metal composition variation
dependent upon product transfer and specific carrying capacity needs. The main pressure
seal packing is a U-cup variant that will allow for a multitude of rubber compounds. In
addition, a number of rigid O-ring inner seals are available to increase positive seal flaring.

Split Flange Modular Design
The removable cartridge at the
heart of the swivel joint has been
engineered to provide predictable
performance
characteristics,
similar to those of the OILCO 80
and 90 Series production lines. In
the event of contamination due to
corrosive service, the modular
cartridge can be serviced or
replaced in the field with ease. In
extreme conditions, the housing
material can vary from the
operational portion of the unit (e.g.
low temperature operations).
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UNIT LABELING
Configuration & Numbering System

OILCO manufactures a complete line of swivel joints in each of the traditional configurations
and material compositions. Each unit is available with multiple end connection combinations,
various seal compounds and internal and external secondary options.
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THE STAFF

Executive Management and Sales Contact Information

Richard C. Slawinski, Sr.
Chairman and Director of Engineering
PO Box 226
596 Ridge Road
Monmouth Junction, NJ 08852
Phone: 732-329-4666
Fax:
732-329-9422
Email:
sales@oilco-usa.com

West Coast - Sales & General Marketing:
Kevin Skochil
Vice-President / Sales & Marketing Manager
21157 E Stonecrest Drive
Queen Creek, AZ 85142
Phone:
480-244-6987
Fax:
480-252-1290
Email:
kevin@oilco-usa.com

East Coast - Sales & Warehouse Operations:
Patrick Klein
Operations Manager
PO Box 226
596 Ridge Road
Monmouth Junction, NJ 08852
Phone:
732-329-4666
Fax:
732-329-9422
Email:
patrick@oilco-usa.com
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Company History
Background
Since 1935, OILCO Liquid Handling Systems has designed the most extensive
line of swivel joints available to heavy industry. Units range from 2” through 16”
and are available in carbon steel, stainless steel and aluminum, with either o-ring
or v-ring packing seals. Low torque, steam jacketed, and heavy duty designs
with incorporated roller bearing completes the standard production catalog.
OILCO also manufactures a large line of top and bottom loading assemblies,
vapor recovery arms and floating suction units. The entire product line can be
modified to suit any project requirement and incorporated into either new or
reengineered systems.

Extensive Production Line
OILCO manufactures the finest "V" and "O" Ring swivel joints in the eight
traditional styles. All are available fabricated, cast, or jacketed; with flanged,
threaded, or welded ends. All are adaptable to piping, tubing, and hoses; and all
can be modified to address specific requirements for inlets, outlets, threads,
bevels, flanges, or counterbalancing. OILCO will alter design specifications for
individual requirements and unique applications. The broad range of
manufacturing includes; swivel joints, floating suction, top & bottom loaders,
individual components, vent assemblies, vapor recovery, marine loading, etc.

Technological Development
OILCO has consistently endeavored to supply the varying industries with
precision units capable of the strenuous demands normally leveled on the
equipment. Engineers at OILCO pioneered the torsion spring counterbalance
technology. OILCO was the first, and only company, to offer complete steam
jacketed loading assemblies to the bulk industry. In 2010, OILCO patented the
most compact and highest load carrying swivel joint available in small size
diameters. And recently released into production, is the Safe-T-Lift® Traction
Balance Assembly, an innovative balancing system that is anticipated to
revolutionize the practicality of loading arm counterbalance.
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Manufacturing Standards
Raw Material
All raw materials utilized in the manufacturing of OILCO swivel joints are heavy
wall tubing (sized appropriately) made in the USA and certified as such.
Specifications on material thickness, proportions, and metal are determined by
application loads and corrosive related properties as it pertains to final product
transfer and environmental conditions.
Pipe and tubing used for primary, secondary and boom arms are all rated
according to ASME/ANSI scales for operating temperature and pressure. All
standard pipe fittings are subject to the same standards as above, with variations
based solely on customer project specifications and requirements (e.g. PN10).

Machining Processes
All swivel joint machining (heavy wall tubing) is performed on site in one of two
machine shops. Body and sleeve material is turned in one of three corresponding
CNC 3-axis machines. Any supplemental parts required are also turned in the
same machines or any number of lathe or milling machines. Tolerances and
design are based on factory engineering documents and either programmed into
operations or outlined for any hand production work.

Testing Procedures
Prior to welding and assembly, all parts are measured and verified to be within
documented standards for tolerance and overall profile. All welding is done by a
certified welding staff and in accordance with B31.3 and ASME Code IX
standards. Following initial assembly, all units are pressure and hydrostatically
checked to insure product reliability and performance. Specific testing based on
customer project requirements can be accommodated during any point in the
factory standard operating procedures and documented as such.
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General Sales Policy

Warranty
□ All OILCO products are warrantied free from defects in material and workmanship under normal use and
service for a period of twelve months from the date of manufacture.
□ The warranty set forth herein shall be the exclusive warranty made by OILCO Corp. and in lieu of all other
warranties, expressed or implied, (whether written or oral), including but not limited to any implied warranty
of merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose.
□ OILCO's liability under this warranty is limited to, at OILCO's option, the repair or replacement of that part
which proves to be defective within twelve months of date of manufacture. OILCO Corp. is not responsible
for claims of damage due to improper installation or maintenance, corrosive fluids, or use of a product for a
purpose other than it was specifically designed for.
□ OILCO Corp. shall have no liability or be required to fulfill any obligation under this warranty unless the
original purchaser permits OILCO to inspect the item to determine whether the claimed defect is covered by
this warranty and returns the claimed defective item to OILCO's factory with all shipping charges prepaid.
□ Under no circumstances shall OILCO Corp. be liable for any consequential, special, or contingent damages
or expenses, or any other charges beyond the invoice value of the defective items. The remedies set forth
herein shall be the exclusive remedies available to the user and are in lieu of all other remedies.

Published Prices and Terms - Returned Goods Policy
□ The following procedure must be followed when returning equipment to OILCO's plant. Notification
complete with invoice number, customer purchase order number, and date of purchase should be sent to
the customer service department prior to shipment to OILCO Corp.
□ Upon receipt of your pertinent information, our customer service department will provide you a returned
goods authorization number which must be attached to your returned shipment. Do not return any
goods without authorization.
□ To be accepted for return, the products must be in first class condition and reusable as new. No product will
be accepted as new and reusable if physical evidence of usage is apparent.
□ Shipping charges on all goods returned must be prepaid.
□ OILCO's policy of inspecting then testing every item returned individually, and to cover the usual costs of
handling requires on assessment of a minimum of 20% or $75, whichever is greater, deductible from
the prices paid for the goods or from current price, whichever is lower.
□ This policy statement supersedes any and all programs previously agreed to.
□ Any surplus stock items requested to be returned must have been shipped within the preceding twelve
month period to have the return authorization approved. Any and all returns of surplus stock will be
subject to a 20% or $75 restocking charge, whichever is greater, to cover inspecting and testing procedures
□ No return authorization will be granted for obsolete or custom (non-standard) items.
□ Full credit will not be granted for any returns due to late delivery and/or cancellation by ultimate customer.
All orders are considered valid unless canceled with us.
□ All shipments are made with terms of net 30 days from the date of invoice, unless otherwise indicated.
□ An account which is delinquent may be subject to restricted or non-shipment of goods and may be subject
to a finance charge on past due invoices.
□ OILCO attempts to ship all orders as promptly and efficiently as possible. However, orders are accepted
with the express understanding that OILCO Corp. will not be liable for any losses or damages resulting from
any delays in shipment or delivery due to any cause whatsoever.
□ Orders are subject to all government regulations present and future.
□ Product designs are subject to change without notice.
□ Typographical errors are subject to correction.
Prices subject to change without notice
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Terms & Conditions
Effective February 9, 2011

1.
Agreement. These Terms and Conditions, together with any information
or documents incorporated in by reference or attached to the formal sales order,
contain the entire and exclusive agreement (“Agreement”) between OILCO and its
Customer and supersedes any other understandings or agreements, verbal or
otherwise, except as expressly set forth here. By receipt of goods and/or services, or
by performing hereunder, Customer agrees to the exclusive application of these Terms
and Conditions, although its agreement to such Terms and Conditions is not limited to
the foregoing methods. Notwithstanding anything in foregoing to the contrary, if
Customer has heretofore made OILCO an offer with respect to any goods and/or
services (“Goods”) to be provided hereunder, this agreement shall not operate as an
acceptance of the Customer’s offer, but shall be deemed a counteroffer. OILCO
expressly limits and make conditional any acceptance by Customer, regardless of its
form or substance, of an offer to these Terms and Conditions. Reference to any form
or communication of Customer, including but not limited to OILCO noting Customer’s
purchase order number shall not be deemed to be an acceptance of any terms and
conditions therein, and any different or additional terms or conditions in any proposal,
acknowledgement form or any other document of the Customer are hereby objected to
and superseded in their entirety by these Terms and Conditions.
2.
Law. This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance
with the substantive (and not conflicts) laws of the State of NJ, USA. and shall not be
governed by the provisions of the 1980 U.N. Conventions on Contracts for the
International Sale of Goods or the related Convention on the Limitation Period in the
International Sale of Goods. Other than for collection or equitable actions against
Customer, any cause of action arising hereunder or related in any way hereto shall be
brought only in the federal or state courts in or nearest Trenton, NJ and Customer
hereby irrevocably submits to the jurisdiction of such courts. Any action arising out of
or related to this Agreement against OILCO must be commenced within (1) year from
the date the right, claim, demand or cause of action shall first occur, or be barred
forever.
3.
Cancellations. In the event an order is cancelled after it has been
accepted, a cancellation charge based on the percentage of work performed by
OILCO will be assessed. The minimum cancellation charge for any cancelled order is
20% of the net price. All cancellation requests must be submitted in writing and are at
the discretion of OILCO.
4.
Product Designs. Product designs are subject to change in OILCO’s sole
discretion without notice to Customer.
5.
Published Prices and Terms. The published prices for all OILCO products
are quoted in US dollars and are subject to change without notice. OILCO reserves
the option to invoice at its prices in effect at the time of shipment. All prices and
amounts due hereunder exclude all US and foreign federal, state, local, municipal or
other sales, excise, use, value-added, stamp, property or other taxes and fees and all
export or import fees, customs duties, tariffs or consular fees, now in force or enacted
in the future. All such costs, duties, tariffs, taxes and fees shall be paid by Customer
unless Customer provides a certificate of exemption or similar document exempting a
payment from an applicable tax. If any government or body or similar authority
determines that OILCO is liable for any such costs, duties, tariffs, taxes and fees, then
the Customer shall promptly reimburse OILCO for any such liabilities paid by OILCO.
Prices are F.O.B. Monmouth Jct., NJ. Minimum total purchase order amount for each
order is $100.00 Net, F.O.B. factory. Orders for less that $100.00 will only be
accepted with payment in advance, and at the full discretion of OILCO. Special
quotations may be obtained from OILCO for products not covered by published prices.
Such item quotations are firm for 30 days after the date of the quotation, unless
otherwise indicated. Typographical errors subject to correction.
6.
Payment Terms. All shipments are made with terms of the net 30 days
from the date of invoice payable in US dollars. An account with is delinquent may be
subject to a finance charge of 1.5% per month or the maximum allowable by law on
past due invoices. If, during the period of performance of an order, the financial
condition of the Customer is determined by OILCO not to justify the terms of payment
specified, OILCO may demand full or partial payment in advance before proceeding
with the work, or satisfactory security or guarantees that invoices will be promptly paid
when due, or, at its option without prejudice to other lawful remedies, OILCO may
defer delivery or cancel this contract. If Customer defaults in any payment when due,
or in the event any voluntary or involuntary bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings
involving Customer are initiated by or against Customer, then the whole contract price
shall be immediately become due and payable on demand, or OILCO, at its option
without prejudice to its other lawful remedies, may defer, deliver or cancel this
contract.

7.
Delivery and Title. OILCO attempts to ship all orders as promptly and
efficiently as possible. However, orders are accepted with the express understanding
that OILCO will not be liable for any losses or damages resulting from any delays in
shipment or delivery due to any cause whatsoever. OILCO reserves the right to make
delivery in installments, unless otherwise expressly stipulated in the formal sales
order; and all such installments, when separately invoiced, shall be paid for when due
per invoice, without regard to subsequent deliveries. Delay in delivery of nay
installment shall not relieve Customer of its obligations to accept remaining deliveries.
OILCO reserves the right to charge for an expediting fee where special delivery
circumstances might apply. Title to the Goods, and all accessories to or products or
proceeds of the Goods, shall remain with OILCO until payment in full of the purchase
price and of other amounts owing by Customer. To the extent legal title to the Goods
shall be deemed by law to pass to Customer at the time of delivery and prior to
performance of all of Customer’s obligations hereunder, equitable title shall remain in
OILCO until payment in full of the purchase price. Customer shall grant, and by
acceptance of the Goods shall be deemed to have granted, to OILCO, at first security,
purchase money security, interest in all Goods to secure payment of the purchase
price and other amounts owing by Customer and performance of all Customer’s
obligations hereunder. Customer shall permit OILCO to file this Agreement or
financing statement(s) pursuant to the applicable Uniform Commercial Code or other
applicable laws to evidence and/or perfect OILCO’s security interest in the Goods. On
request, Customer shall execute any and all documents and agreements in this regard
and assist OILCO in any filing thereof. OILCO may reclaim any goods delivered to
Customer or in transit if Customer shall fail to make payments when due.
8. Shipment and Risk of Loss. All shipments (to established OILCO customers) are
F.O.B. Monmouth Jct. Full freight is allowed on surface transportation within the
continental US for orders of $2000.00 net or more. This allowance only pertains to
those products deemed as ‘standard product line’ and not oversized. Any orders not
meeting OILCO’s freight allowed policy will shipped collect or prepaid and added to
the invoice. OILCO reserves the right to select freight routing. All freight claims and
tracers are Customer’s responsibility. During shipment and during any return
shipment to OILCO, Customer shall bear all risk of loss thereto, and carry adequate
insurance, for any and all loss, damage or destruction.
9.
Shortages. Claims for shortages in shipment and errors in freight charges
must be reported to OILCO within 15 days of the invoice date.
10.
Instructions and Partial Lists. Where needed, one copy of the OILCO
standard instructions and parts list is packaged and shipped with each product. When
special instructions or parts lists are required with complete specifications must be
submitted to the OILCO Sales Department for quotation.
11.
Factory Inspection and Tests. Each OILCO product is required to pass
standard factory inspections and tests prior to shipment. When certified tests are
required, OILCO will test equipment performance under simulated conditions agreed
upon with the customer (or those practices determined as standard operating
tolerances by factory, if none such conditions are specifically required). All special
factory inspections, certified performance tests, or other similar tests must be
submitted to the OILCO Sales Department for quotation.
12. Product Return.
12.1
Return Procedure. Customer must obtain authorization from the OILCO
Sales Department prior to the return of items to the factory by calling and obtaining a
Return of Goods Authorization (RGA). Customer must provide the reason of the
return, invoice date, and invoice number of item to be returned. All returns must be
shipped freight prepaid. The RGA number must be marked on the outside of the box
to be returned. Failure to have this number on the box will result in the item being
returned to sender.
12.2
Returns due to Customer Error. OILCO allows 30 days from the date of
receipt to return standard items purchased in error. The return will be subject to a
minimum handling and restocking fee to be determined by OILCO Sales Department
subject to a $100.00 minimum plus any charge for necessary reconditioning of the
item. Returns after 30 days must be approved in advance by the OILCO Sales
Department.
12.3
Returned due to OILCO error. All requests to return items due to errors
by OILCO must be made within 30 days of the receipt date. Upon receipt and
acceptance of the items by OILCO, full credit will be issued.
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12.4
Returns under warranty. Goods returned under warranty are inspected at
the factory to determine the nature of the defect. If after such inspection OILCO
confirms that a defect exists that is covered by the applicable warranty and that such
has not become invalid, OILCO will repair or replace the items subject to the
conditions set forth in this Agreement. If OILCO determines during the inspection that
the applicable warranty has become invalid, Customer will be contacted for the
returned items salvage instructions. If salvage instructions are not received within 30
days after notice has been given, the returned items will be scrapped.
12.5
Specialized Goods. Custom and assembled loading arms, special swivel
joints and other special products are made to order and not returnable. Parts, repair
kits, and seal replacement kits will not be accepted for return.
13.
Warranties.
13.1
Standard Warranty. Except as otherwise set forth in this Agreement and
subjected to the terms and conditions herein, OILCO warrants that all items will meet
the specifications from the products as published by OILCO for a period of 12 months
after shipment from the factory. Subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this
Agreement, if within the warranty period such items shall be proved to OILCO’s
satisfaction to be non-conforming, OILCO will either, its sole discretion, repair or
replace the defective product without charge. Customer must notify OILCO in writing
within the warranty period of any such alleged defects. OILCO, in it sole discretion,
may require Customer to return the allegedly defective parts or items to its factory for
verification of any claim.
13.2
Limitations of Warranties. The limited warranties contained in this Section
13 shall be valid and remain in effect only if: (a) the items are used, maintained,
installed, stored and repaired by Customer as required by all applicable
documentation; (b) Customer has paid OILCO all sums due hereunder; (c)
Customer has not in any way modified the items; (d) the claim is unrelated to normal
wear and tear, corrosion or erosion, or to any good normally consumed in operation or
that has a normal life inherently shorted that the applicable warranty period; (e) the
claim is unrelated to the failure by Customer to follow the most current instructions
issued by OILCO with respect to the proper use of the items; (f) the claim is unrelated
to Customer’s provided materials, assembly, specification(s) or design(s) or to the
negligence or act of Customer or any third party; (g) there has been no operation or
use of the items under conditions more severe that those for which the items were
specified; or (h) the claim is unrelated to force majeure.
14.
Exclusion of Consequential Damages and Disclaimer of Liability. The
foregoing sections 12.4 and 13 shall provide Customer’s sole and exclusive remedy
under this Agreement for any claim whatsoever. The exclusive remedy shall not be
deemed to have failed its essential purpose so long as OILCO is willing and able to
repair or replace non-conforming items within a reasonable time after Customer
proved to OILCO that a non-conformity is involved. Except as warranted in Section
13, the goods are sold hereunder as is, and no warranty of any kind, express, implied
or statutory, whether in relation to merchantability, hidden defects, fitness for particular
purpose, course of performance, course of dealing, usage of trade, non-infringement
or otherwise is given by OILCO to Customer or any other party. OILCO shall not
under any circumstance be responsible for any loss or damage, indirect, special,
ordinary, exemplary, consequential, or otherwise (including, but not limited to, loss of
revenue, profit or use or cost of capital or of substitute use or performance), arising out
of the transactions contemplated hereunder. Under no circumstances shall OILCO’s
total liability of all kinds arising out of or related to this Agreement (including, but not
limited to any warranty claims hereunder), regardless of the forum and regardless of
whether any action or claim is based on contract, tort, strict liability or otherwise,
exceed the total amount paid by Customer to OILCO hereunder (determined as of the
date of any final judgment in such action). The warranties set forth in Section 13 do
not cover any expense incurred in repairs or alteration made outside the OILCO
factory without prior authorization, nor do they cover in any way the performance of
equipment, which has been revised or altered by others. Customer is wholly
responsible for establishing the suitability of the product for his or her particular
application and operating conditions, which do not exceed product limitations.
15.
Force Majeure. Other than a party’s payment obligations under this
contract, neither party shall be liable for any default or delay in delivery due to causes
beyond its reasonable control, such as acts of God, acts of the other party that cause
delay, acts of civil or military authority, fires, strikes, floods, delays in transportation,
government regulation (whether valid or not), or inability due to causes beyond the
control of Seller to obtain necessary engineering talent, labor or materials. In the
event of such delay, the delivery shall be extended for a period equal to the time lost
thereby.

16.
Safety and Indemnification. Customer in its use of the product shall
comply with all statutes, laws, ordinances, regulations and/or guidelines of any
applicable jurisdiction or agency, including without limitation, the Occupational Safety
and Health Act of 1970, as amended. Customer shall ensure that its personnel are, at
all times, trained in the proper use and/or operation of items and that the items are in
accordance with applicable manuals, documentation and instructions. Customer shall
indemnify, defend and hold OILCO harmless from and against all claims, damages,
losses, judgments, fees, expenses and costs, including attorney’s fees, as incurred,
arising out of or resulting from Customer’s failure to comply with or in any way related
to its breach of this Agreement and or to the matters contained in Sections, 3, 5, 7, 8
and 18.6.
17.
Severability. If any provision or portion thereof of this Agreement is held
by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, void or unenforceable, such illegality
or unenforceability shall not effect the validity and enforceability of any legal and
enforceable provisions hereof. It is expressly understood and agreed that each and
every provision of this Agreement that provides for a limitation of liability, disclaimer of
warranties or exclusion of damages, is intended by the parties to be severable and
independent of any other provision and to be enforced as such. The remaining
provisions shall be construed as if such illegal and unenforceable provision or
provisions had not been inserted herein, unless such illegality or unenforceability shall
destroy the underlying business purpose of the Agreement. Customer waives any
governmental immunity, if applicable, to any and all causes of action.
18.
Miscellaneous.
18.1
None of the provisions of this Agreement shall be deemed to have been
waived by any act of or acquiescence on the part of OILCO, its agents,
subcontractors, or employees, or by any subsequent Customer correspondence,
purchase order or the like, but only by an instrument in writing signed by an authorized
representative of OILCO. No waiver by OILCO of any provisions of this Agreement
shall constitute a waiver of any other provision or of the same provision on another
occasion.
18.2
It is expressly declared that this Agreement and the relationship between
the parties hereby established do not constitute a partnership, joint venture or agency
arrangement between them.
18.3
This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit if the
parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns. Customer may not assign
its rights or obligations under this Agreement in any way without written consent of
OILCO. OILCO may use subcontractors as it deems necessary.
18.4
This Agreement may be amended only in writing signed by each of the
parties hereto.
18.5
All notices required to be given hereunder shall be in writing. Notices
shall be considered delivered and effective upon receipt when electronically with proof
of transmission or by registered or certified mail postage pre-paid, return receipt
requested, addressed to the parties. Either party, upon written notice to the other,
may change the address to which future notices shall be sent.
18.6
Buyer shall not, directly or indirectly, export or transmit any items covered
by this Agreement to any country to which export or transmission is restricted by
applicable regulations or statutes of the United States or any agency thereof, without
the prior written consent of the US Department of Commerce, Washington D.C. 20230
and of any other required governmental agency. Customer covenants that that items
are not intended for any nuclear use or chemical or biological weapons production.

OILCO Liquid Handling Systems
A Division of Valeur Corporation
P.O. Box 226
Monmouth Junction, NJ 08852
Tel: (732) 329-4666
Fax: (732) 329-9422
www.oilco-usa.com
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Product Return & Inspection Policy
Effective September 1, 2011
Returns Under Warranty

Product Return Policy
The following policies and procedures are for all items being returned to
OILCO for credit, reimbursement or exchange for alternative products.
Should this document not address the specific issue of the customer, contact
the main sales office for instructions before returning anything to the plant.
Returned Goods Authorization
“RGA”
Prior to ALL returns, an RGA number and accompanying authorization form
must be requested through the sales office and included with the returned
items. Any package or palletized items returned without this supporting
documentation will be rejected and returned to the sender at their expense.
There are no exceptions.

Defective Returns
Reportedly defective goods returned under warranty are inspected at the
factory to determine the nature of the defect. If after such inspection OILCO
confirms that a defect exists, that is covered by the applicable warranty, and
that such has not become invalid, OILCO will repair or replace the items
subject to the conditions set forth in the Terms and Conditions (February 9,
2011). If OILCO determines during the inspection that the applicable
warranty has become invalid, the customer will be contacted for the returned
item salvage instructions. If salvage instructions are not received within 10
days after notice has been given, the returned items will be scrapped. There
are no exceptions.
Customer Error Returns

In order to obtain an RGA authorization, provide the following information:
• OILCO invoice number
• Item description or model number of unit
• Reason for return
All return notifications must be made within 30 days of receipt, regardless of
manufacturer or customer error. There are no exceptions.
All customized equipment cannot be returned to manufacturer unless item is
defective (factory inspection must confirm). No RGA authorization will be
provided. There are no exceptions.
Following RGA authorization, all returns must be prepaid and marked
accordingly.
Inspection Policy
(Non-Warranty Conditions)
The following addresses the initial inspection policy for all units returned to
OILCO after an RGA has been obtained by the customer.
An initial inspection and reporting fee will be charged for all items returned
for review. This does not include unused items returned for credit or
manufactures defects (provided initial inspection confirms defect). Note the
following schedule for inspection review of returned items.
2” – 4”:
6” – 12”:
14” – 18”:

$60.00
$90.00
$120.00

per unit
per unit
per unit

Upon completion of initial inspection, a formal report will be submitted to the
customer with technical information and a factory recommendation (e.g.
repair, scrap, etc.). After receipt of formal report from OILCO, the customer
has 10 days to respond with follow-up instructions. Should the 10 day review
period expire with no instructions relayed to the factory, all units will then be
removed from the warehouse and scrapped. There are no exceptions.

OILCO allows 30 days from the date of receipt to return standard items (only)
purchased in error. The return will be subject to a minimum handling and
restocking fee (10-25% typical), to be determined by the OILCO Sales
Department. To qualify, all products must be new, unused and in resalable
condition. All return freight will be the responsibility of the customer. If any
product is lost or damaged during return, the shipment will not be covered by
the standard OILCO warranty.
Pricing Schedule for Repair
The following pricing schedule is a guideline for all rework and modifications
required to recondition a product suitable for re-use. (This does not include
initial inspection charges outlined beforehand.) All new parts and equipment
required for reconditioning will be considered adder costs and applied to the
labor schedule below.
Size

Minimum Hours

Cost

2” – 4”

1*

$120.00

6” – 12”

2*

$240.00

14” – 18”

3*

$360.00

* The noted minimal hours are based on established labor hours to clean,
polish and recondition the mechanical chamber of a swivel joint with ‘minor’
corrosion or minimal internal damage due to product wear and tear. All costs
will be adjusted according to individual project if necessary. No excessive
work will be completed without verbal or written authorization from the
customer.
All items above conform to the established OILCO “Terms and Conditions”
(Effective February 9, 2011). In the event of any contradiction, the guidelines
established here will the supersede those of the aforementioned document.
Should there not be a clear resolution set for in ether document, OILCO will
pursue those means equitable to both the manufacturer and the customer.
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General Information

OILCO Liquid Handling Systems,
A Division of Valeur® Corporation
(Incorporated 1974)

Main Factory and Sales Office Location:
PO Box 226
596 Ridge Road
Monmouth Junction, NJ 08852
Phone:
Fax:
Email:

732-329-4666
732-329-9422
sales@oilco-usa.com

Southwestern Regional Sales Office, Phoenix, Arizona:
21157 E Stonecrest Drive
Queen Creek, AZ 85142
Phone:
Fax:
Email:

480-244-6987
480-252-1290
kevin@oilco-usa.com

Designed and Manufactured in the United States of America
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